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Abstract
We congratulate Pedro Galeano and Daniel Peña for a nice paper on the emerging
theme of data science and the role of statistics.
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1 A summary of the paper

Galeano and Peña, referred in the sequel as “GP,” present (aspects of) their interesting
view of analyzing “big data”: they approach the vast and broad theme by focusing on
seven important points, they provide a large amount of references covering different
cultures (Breiman 2001b), and they illustrate and exemplify their view by two large-
scale data analyses.

1.1 Other data sources

Among the seven points from GP, I would like to re-emphasize the importance of
new sources of information. Indeed, images, videos and audios are typically cheap
devices to record data. GP do not mention recent progress with autoencoders (Hinton
and Salakhutdinov 2006; Vincent et al. 2010): when using such techniques, one would
again end up with numeric features which can then be used for further downstream
analysis using techniques fromhigh-dimensional statistics or statisticalmachine learn-
ing (Bühlmann and van de Geer 2011; Hastie et al. 2015, cf.).

This comment refers to the invited paper available at: https://doi.org/10.1007/s11749-019-00651-9.
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Single cell biology is an interesting example, not mentioned by GP, where imaging
techniques are used as automated and low-cost devices to collect a vast amount of
information (Carpenter et al. 2006; Kamentsky et al. 2011, cf.). Images can describe
directly a phenotype or response like “cell is infected” or “cancerous tissue,” at the
price of less direct understanding of how genes or proteins function (Rämö et al.
2014). It is an interesting challenge to extract more interpretable systems—insights
from image data.

1.2 Beyondmultiple testing and false discovery rate: stability

Multiple testing has indeed become standard practice in many applications. If one
really wants to find out about real potential importance or relevance of a variable or a
group of variables, some additional sensitivity and stability analysis is advised to do,
whether one uses a Bayesian or frequentist framework. An easy way to do this is via
subsampling or bootstrapping, thus checking the stabilitywith respect to perturbing the
random sampling from a data generating distribution. This is in the spirit of Breiman
for prediction (Breiman 1996a, b, 2001a) but is formalized and further developed
for feature or variable selection with stability selection (Meinshausen and Bühlmann
2010); Yu (2013) developed related ideas for such settings. Another kind of stability
is discussed next.

2 Heterogeneity, another stability and causality

GP point out the important issue that data are often heterogeneous. Indeed, the data
might come from different subpopulations or clusters, as mentioned also by GP. This
seems at first sight an obstacle and a nuisance, but we believe that it can be also a real
blessing!

Consider the setting with a response Y and covariates X , as in regression or clas-
sification. We assume that we have various subgroups or environments, denoted by
e ∈ E where E is the space of observed environments (e.g. E = {1, 2, . . . , 10} encodes
for 10 different countries in the observed dataset): the variables in each environment
are then denoted by Y e and Xe. We can look at stability or invariance across the dif-
ferent environments with respect to conditional distributions. We require that there is
a subset of covariates S∗ such that

L(Y e|Xe
S∗) is the same for all e ∈ E . (1)

For a linear model, this translates as follows: there exists a single parameter vector β∗
with supp(β∗) = S∗ and a single distribution Fε such that for all e ∈ E ,

Y e = Xeβ∗ + εe, εe ∼ Fε, εe independent ofXe
S∗ . (2)

The set of covariates S∗ is interesting as it stabilizes the regression coefficients and
residual distributions. Furthermore, if the set of environments E is sufficiently rich and
fulfills certain conditions, S∗ equals the set of causal variables for Y . The invariance
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principle in (1) or (2) can be used to infer stable solutions and causality from hetero-
geneous data (Peters et al. 2016; Heinze-Deml et al. 2018): even if inferring causality
is impossible, one can gain predictive and distributional robustness by constructing
methods and algorithms which are empirical estimates of a worst case risk optimizer

β∗(F) = argminβ max
e∈F

E[(Y e − (Xe)Tβ)2]. (3)

The class F denotes a space of environments which is typically (much) larger than
E which is observed in the data. Thus, (3) leads to robustness for future scenarios or
environments outside the data range (Rothenhäusler et al. 2018; Bühlmann 2018). The
robustness in (3) is a certain kind of distributional robustness (Meinshausen 2018), a
theme which is important in adversarial training of deep networks (Sinha et al. 2017,
cf.).

The key tool for achieving such robustness, stability or even causality is the invari-
ance assumption in (1) or versions of it. Only because the data are heterogeneous, there
is a possibility to estimate invariance and related properties as one needs to inspect
over different observed environments e ∈ E . Even if E is not known, one can estimate
the heterogeneities from data: it is a kind of change point or cluster estimation problem
(Pfister et al. 2018).

Another approach for achieving a vaguely related robustness as in (3) based on
heterogeneous data, but with neither a causal-type model nor a corresponding inter-
pretation, has been proposed using some aggregation techniques (Meinshausen and
Bühlmann 2015; Bühlmann and Meinshausen 2016).

3 The role of statistics in data science

Statistics has the longest tradition in data analysis and extraction of meaningful infor-
mation from data. The automatic and large-scale data collection in some (but not all)
applications in science and engineering calls for new methodology and algorithms:
statistics at the interface and together withmachine learning, artificial intelligence, and
in the broader sense together with mathematical, information and computer sciences,
has a central role to play. The amount of problems to be addressed is huge: too large
for one subcommunity to deal with, especially for the utterly important core task of
teaching and education in data science!

When shaping a modern curriculum in statistics and data science, we should rely on
the expertise and work force from the other related communities, and vice versa! And
this principle also applies to research and development. GP stepped out of the well-
known home and moved forward into the land of big data analysis: Congratulations!
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